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The scope, complexity, and pervasiveness of computer-based and controlled systems continue to increase dramatically. The consequences of these systems failing can range from the mildly annoying to catastrophic, with serious injury occurring or lives lost, human-made and natural systems destroyed, security breached, businesses failed, or opportunities lost. As software assumes more of the responsibility of providing functionality and control in systems, it becomes more complex and more significant to the overall system performance and dependability.

It would be ideal if the processes by which software is conceptualized, created, analyzed, and tested had advanced to the state that software is developed without errors. Given the current state-of-the-practice, fewer errors are introduced, but not all errors are prevented. So even if we have the best people and use the best practices and tools, we are still imperfect beings, and it would be very risky to assume that the software we develop is error-free. This book examines the means to protect against software design faults and tolerate the operational effects of these introduced imperfections.
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A Practical Guide to Managing Information Security (Artech House Technology Management Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This groundbreaking book helps you master the management of information security, concentrating on the proactive recognition and resolution of the practical issues of developing and implementing IT security for the enterprise. Drawing upon the authors' wealth of valuable experience in high-risk commercial environments, the work focuses on the need...
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Solaris SecurityPrentice Hall, 1999
At last, a security book just for Solaris and UNIX(r) system administrators. Learn
the specifics for making your system secure, whether it's an organization-wide
network or a standalone workstation. Expert author Peter Gregory has managed
security for everything from top-secret corporate research facilities to casinos.
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Money and Ideas: Four Studies on Finance, Innovation and the Business Life Cycle (International Studies in Entrepreneurship)Springer, 2009
The lifecycle of businesses is complicated. Right from birth, businesses experience not just opportunities but also many hurdles. The primary obstacle for all businesses is access to capital; drawing from a variety of fields and research perspectives, this book presents four scientific studies that explore the implications of financial...
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Raspberry Pi Robotic BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize the powerful ingredients of Raspberry Pi to bring to life your amazing robots that can act, draw, and have fun with laser tags


	About This Book

	
		Learn to implement a number of features offered by Raspberry Pi to build your own amazing robots
	
		Understand how to add vision and voice to...
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The 7 Steps of Spiritual Intelligence : The Practical Pursuit of Purpose, Success and HappinessNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005
Through the 7 steps outlined in this text, along with  explanations through positive psychology and brain science, as well as real-life  case studies, learn to unite brain and consciousness to realize your maximum  potential.

Spiritual intelligence (SQ) is about discovering the “why” of what we do...
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Calculus, Vol. 2: Multi-Variable Calculus and Linear Algebra with Applications to Differential Equations and ProbabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 1969

	Volume I presents one-variable calculus with an introduction to linear algebra and volume II presents multi-variable calculus and linear algebra, with applications to differential equations and probability
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